Oracle to Workday Crosswalk: A crosswalk of Oracle terms to their new terms in Workday Financials has been developed. This crosswalk should be a helpful bridge between the current state and the future state. The term site can be accessed here.

Security Role Summaries: The FST team is reviewing security role mapping submissions to ensure streamlining and efficacy, and will communicate any adjustments before go-live. New Security Role Summaries provide snapshots of responsibilities and access and more information is available here.

FST Fridays: The UVA community can get an inside look at Workday Finance before training begins in May at FST Friday sessions. Sessions cover common business transactions related to the FDM, buying and paying, expense reports, and more. The schedule, slides, and session recordings are available here.

What’s the latest news?

Other updates
Strategy Group Prepares for Go-Live, User Experience Reviews Wrap Up, and Training Q&A

Finance Solution Center
User Success Agents in the Finance Solution Center have have logged more than 460 questions answered and people assisted, just in the first three weeks of operation. They are on the front-lines of go-live support, providing the first point of contact for users. They are actively preparing for go-live support and you can learn more on the on the blog.

WFST
Multitaskers rejoice! Listen to our biweekly FST update.

Stay in Touch
We’re happy to help you and your teams however we can, so reach out!

uvafinance.virginia.edu       UVAFinance.blogspot.com       communityhub.virginia.edu